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Physiology and Meaning of Pottery Deposits
in Urban Contexts (Barikot, Swat):
Archaeological Field Notes with an Addendum on the lásana/λάσανα Pottery Forms
Luca M. Olivieri
Abstract: The article, which is based on the Author’s field notes, and on the analysis of the Early
Historic/Historic ceramic data from Barikot, Swat, focuses on the nature and archaeological
significance of pottery deposits at the site. The article includes a short note on a rare vessel type
whose function has been often misinterpreted.
Keywords: Pottery production, Depositional processes, Post-depositional processes, “Pompeii premises”,
Barikot (Bir-kot-ghwandai).

Figure 1. The Barikot hill seen from WNW. In the background, Mt. Ilam (Photo by G. Stacul/ISMEO)
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An empirical preamble

related to occupation layers.

What follows is based on more than 30 years’
experience of digging at Barikot, Swat (Fig. 1),
and on the statistic analysis of 12,000 diagnostic
sherds (95% rims) selected from a total of
approximately 100,000 sherds. The Barikot sherd
collection comes from undisturbed archaeological
deposits dated BCE 130-300 CE, excavated with a
consistent stratigraphic methodology (see Olivieri
2014, 2017a).

It is my impression that nor external spaces like
public hallways and streets, neither extra-urban
nor waste areas, should be taken into account 4.

At this site archaeologists dealt with an
uninterrupted multiphase stratification of an 8 m
thick urban occupational sequence. Horizontal
complexity at the site is intertwined with a
high degree of vertical intricacy (Fig. 2). The
archaeological phenomenon, as the summa of all
the depositional and post-depositional processes,
may obviously change in a different context and
with different conditions. However, some features
are recurrent, as they are undetermined by
local characteristics, and can parallel thus other
excavators’ experiences.
One of the most useful results of the Barikot
archaeological project has been the analysis of
the Barikot ceramic sequence1. A final volume
on the ceramics from the mature urban phases
will be soon published in two volumes (Callieri
and Olivieri, forth.). The present notes are
largely taken from the first of the two (Olivieri
[Conclusions], in Callieri and Olivieri, forth.).

Method
In the following pages only the evidence from
trenches BKG 4-5, BKG 11 and BKG 12 of Barikot
site are taken into account. The three trenches, as
far as area and sequence are concerned, may be
considered representative of the entire zone inside
the city walls (lower area).
For chrono-statistics all the diagnostic sherds
have been considered. For pottery census (i.e. the
relation between a pot and its location = locus2)
and pottery assemblages (the relation between
pots within the same locus here considered as
“usage spaces”), or – in one word ‘the spacetime systematics’3, I have taken into detailed
consideration only the evidence related to
residential loci, and within these, only those

Two preliminary assumptions and their
consequences
On the basis of the above evidence, two initial
assumptions have been made (cf. David 1972):
1 - Pottery forms5 are basically conservative.
For example, Kushana ceramic (in agreement
with Gardin 1984: 123, 124, and Husain 1993)
shows rather a “slow and constant development
of local traditions, than a rapid and complete
change” (Schachner 1995-96:151).
 - Pottery forms change basically because
2
of intrusion/importation (Wood 1990:85-86
with references) or as a consequence of social
changes.
These two postulates are not in contradiction,
since the evolution of pottery forms at Barikot is
driven by basic needs, which are conservative, and
linked to the local cultural substrata, modified in
time by the assimilation of specific forms linked
to the elites. The model is clearly the same as the
one described in Miller 1985.
Moreover, we can state that at Barikot the
evolution of pottery is linked to needs that
slowly change, which are rooted in the needs
and uses of urban life, as long as the city lived.
The first consequence or proposition of the two
assumptions is the following:
 - The evolution of pottery, therefore, is
1
slower than the building phases.
However, there are only two recognized
exceptions: the very early urban phases (visà-vis the pre-urban complex), and the posturban phases6. From them, derives a second
consequence:
 - Pottery forms, therefore change quickly
2
when the habitat and related needs/uses
radically change.

Pottery’s living cycle
Pottery is an active agent in the city’s life even
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Figure 2. BKG 11, K-105: complexity of stratigraphical features at BKG (Photo by E. Iori/ISMEO)
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Figure 3. The south-western quarters of the city: Trenches 4-5, 11, 12, 12 W and 12 E
(Drawings by I. Marati, F. Genchi and E. Iori)
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in the form of sherds. Once pottery is broken,
sherds are largely thrown outside the residential
spaces (or “pottery usage spaces”), in all the
public spaces (streets, external passageways, etc.),
a fact that makes the level of the latter quickly
raising. To avoid the inflow of rainy water inside
the residential units, floors are regularly raised.
How? By discharging and leveling large quantity
of waste soil and sherds which top was beaten and
used as new floor. The typical stratigraphy of a
locus of a residential space is therefore formed by
the following sequence (from earliest to latest):
deposit/accumulation (with sherds)
(number of layers vary)
|

beaten earth floors
(generally two or three superimposed ones)
|

deposit/accumulation (with sherds)
(number of layers vary)
|

beaten earth floor/s
(final)
|

abandonment
|

collapse
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Only the last floor below/before an abandonment
phase may contain materials in situ, especially
if such abandonment was caused by a sudden
cause, like – at Barikot between 250 and 270
CE – by earthquakes (see the debate on the socalled “Pompeii premises” in Bindford 1981). In
very rare cases then we deal with assemblages
of materials, which although highly “distorted”
(since they do not represents the whole reality),
can be related to an original, but lost “analytical
unit” (ibid.:205). Considering all the foregoing,
the recovery of entire vessels in situ should be
regarded as (or should be considered possible only
in) a final feature of the related cultural horizon,
sealed by a further ‘abandonment’ phase (Fig. 4)7.
The accumulation layers are largely richer
in terms of sherds quantity than an occupation
floor, where the broken sherds generally belong to
vessels recently in use, and not yet thrown away.
In public spaces, which are in general all
trampling surfaces, the waste material was
regularly leveled. For a certain period (or the ‘usage
phase’) the surface remained clear of additional
waste. This is the phase when the surface typically

Figure 4. A typical abandonment at BKG showing a “Pompeii premise” feature (BKG 4) (Photo by P.Callieri/ISMEO)
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features either broken sherds lying horizontally,
or micro-sherds fixed vertically, or both.
One of the most used temporary waste spaces
was both pit-wells and drains. We deduce that
from the simple fact that both infrastructures
are generally found clogged with this material
when abandoned. Therefore, it may be inferred a
similar behavior also in their living phases. The
infrastructures were therefore kept functional
thanks to a regular maintenance work, a job that
was certainly performed by workers belonging
to the lowest segment of the urban society. This
activity was regularly performed until the urban
society remained functional (Olivieri 2012).
Outside waste areas were extensively used
especially in the later phases of the city. When
the city wall was abandoned (c. 130 CE), the
nearest section of the defensive ditch became
the “repository” of all the waste from the S-W
quarters of the city. Therefore, its level raised
quickly, and, already after a few decades, a paved
road was built on top of it (c. 200 CE) (see Olivieri
2015).
Considering the foregoing, in order to better
define the interpretational value of pottery
findings in situ, some further observations can be
made.
Concerning the location within coherent
functional spaces (e.g. kitchens) one should take
into account that:
 - In theory, each class (and sub-classes) of
1
vessels is created for specialized functions;
 - Pottery classes (and forms) although
2
specialized, i.e. associated with specialized
usage spaces, can be also multifunctional;
 .1 – In practice, vessels are reused for
2
purposes different from the original ones,
e.g. when their status is lost (cracked vessels,
broken handles);
 .2 – Generally, this practice is not
2
performed with painted vessels (luxury
tableware), or with large vessels (storage
jars). The first are handled with greater care
by the owners, the second are rarely moved
and therefore less subject to damage (see
below 1); both have low formal adaptability;
As far the quantitative aspect one should take into

account also the following observations:
 - Large restricted forms are more
1
persistent (time-wise) (Cf. Wood 1990:92,
with references; see also Wilson and Rodning
2002). Big vessels have a longer lifespan (less
movement + bigger structure) (cf. Orton/
Hughes 2013:263, with references) (see
above 2.2). Thicker sherds are less in number
but “survive” longer in the stratigraphy: that
implies a relative higher quantitative reliability.
 - Thinner un-/restricted forms and luxury
2
vessels are more distinctive (time-wise).
 - Serving/transport vessels have a shorter
3
lifespan (more movement + thinner structure
= higher rate of breakage). Cooking vessels
have a shorter life span (harsh usage + medium
structure = higher rate of breakage).

Some notes on technique and pottery
production
Overall, the quality, quantity and features of
the ceramic production at Barikot offer a clear
indication that the city - already in Indo-Greek
and Saka-Parthian times (BCE 150 – 50 CE)
and above all in Kushana and Kushano-Sasanian
phases (50 – 270 CE) - was a major pottery
production centre in the region. On the whole,
the data allows a “centralized production” model
(Sinopoli 1988:581) to be hypothesized at
Barikot. The recovery of a relatively large amount
of potter’s tools (dabbers, spacers, ribs, etc.) and
also kiln waste, in the excavated sectors, clearly
hints at the presence of nearby specialized areas.
The main production centers should have been
located in specialized quarters of the city (not yet
identified), or outside the urban area.
The major indications deduced from our study
are the following:
 - Substantial homogeneity, degree of
1
standardization complexity and quality of
pottery forms;
 - Presence,
2
throughout
the
entire
chronological sequence, of local innovations
both in technique (e.g. Golden Slip Ware,
Maritan et al. 2018), and decoration (e.g. the
Fashion Ware, see Olivieri 2017c);
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 - Persistence, throughout the entire
3
chronological
sequence,
of
advanced
techniques, which are typical only at Barikot,
such as the Golden and Red-on-Golden Slip
Ware and its variations;
 - Almost all the considered forms are locally
4
produced (or better, using raw materials which
are consistent with local geology; see Maritan,
Appendix 5 to Callieri and Olivieri, forth.; see
also Morigi/Bianchetti 2005);
 - Advanced skills of local workshops, which
5
are able to produce/reproduce luxury forms
like NBPW, “Eastern Sigillata-like” (see
Maritan, Appendix 5 to Callieri and Olivieri,
forth.), and fish-plates, “tulip-bowls”, etc.
as well and produce highly-refined finished
products like Golden slips (see ibid.).
 - Advanced firing skills, which are able to
6
produce different degrees of Grey and Black
Ware (including “Black Metallic Ware”, ibid.)
(Fig. 5), as well to control color changes of
slips at high temperatures (again Golden slips)
(see ibid.).
 - The possible separation within the chain
7
production between those who were in charge
of collecting and mixing clay mixing, and the
potters. The latter might have been a separate
guild, professionally very skilled (see Cuomo
di Caprio, Appendix 4 to Callieri and Olivieri,
forth.)8.
 - A low number of basic shapes (=
8
functions), but a very high number of forms
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(= differentiated shapes for the same function)
vis-à-vis the total number of recognized sherds
(1,631 vs. 12,191). This implies an amazingly
rich variability in pottery production: some
forms were produced for only a short time, or
for very limited production.
 - Variations of forms imply technology
9
variations (changes in fashion).
 .1 – In larger restricted forms (e.g. necked
9
jars for water storage in urban mansions)
rims are simple in Early Historic, tend to be
rolled/clubbed in Early Kushana, and split
and triangular in section, in Mature and Late
Kushana assemblages. These variations are
performed through a different attention to
the rim performed during wheel throwing.
 .2 – Massive introduction of horizontal
9
ribs and grooves marks the tendency to
show that that such grooved/ribbed vases
are produced through speed wheel throwing
(branding).
 .3 – As general rule, it seems that if
9
vessels are locally produced, variations of
forms are slow, while variation within forms
(e.g. rims) are common and continuous.

Originality and development
Sometimes archaeologists, when considering
“pots as tools” (Braun 1983), can assume the
existence of forms as reflection of needs.
At Barikot, but in general in the traditional

Figure 5a, b. Left: BKG “Black Metallic Ware”. Right: BKG locally produced NBPW
(Photos by L. Maritan/University of Padua, Italy)
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culture of the subcontinent, two basic utensilscontainers exist which can respectively be
schematized as a semi-sphere and a sphere, or in
terms of vessels, a bowl and a pot, i.e., the ricebowl and the water-pot (Allchin 1959, Sankalia
1974).
With reference to these two basic forms
and their transformations/permutations, all the
elements which are not functional for the basic
needs can be considered as subsidiary to the
forms: spouts, handles and lugs, feet. In fact, these
elements are scarcely represented at Barikot, and
present only in luxury items (tableware) showing
“exotic” forms, imported or more probably
locally reproduced (see above). Handles are more
widely present in Saka-Parthian period (BCE 50
- 50 CE), spouts are more extensively present in
Shahi period (7th-10th century CE), and feet are
distinctive in Late Kushan and Kushano-Sasanian
phases (200-250 CE)9.
A Local pottery tradition (LPT) has been
identified both for the late protohistoric (preurban = 1300-700 BCE) and for the post-urban
(c. 400-1000 CE) phases. If the pre-urban
evidence suggests vaguely the existence of a
koinè of pottery forms (Central Asia, Iran 
Gangetic Plain), clearly the post-urban evidence

is associated with small-scale production patterns
and a village economy.
Given that pottery at Barikot was locally
produced, evidence of emulation and acculturation
is clearly documented since the Early Historic
urban phases. The latter implied the introduction
of new shapes corresponding to new functions
and needs. The contemporary introduction of
both Western (Iranian) luxury forms (such as
tulip-bowls, and and S-shaped wall bowls) (Fig.
6), and Eastern (Indic) pottery (e.g. ovoid jars and
pātri/thali bowls) occurred first from 5th to early3rd century BCE (Iori 2018). Further evidence
of emulation/acculturation occurred with the
introduction of Hellenistic tableware (e.g. fishplates) and luxury forms (crater-like vessels)
from mid-3rd to mid-1st century BCE. Later
presence of Iranian shapes and decoration, along
with the persistence of Hellenistic luxury forms, it
is attested during the Saka-Parthian period (BCE
50 – 50 CE).
Instead, it was only during the Kushana phase
(with significant exceptions in the KushanoSasanian phase, see Olivieri 2017c) that Barikot
became integral part of the “globalized” Indic
or Indo-Gangetic pottery tradition, along with
shapes that appear totally local, with a widespread

Figure 6. A tulip-bowl from 5th-4th century BCE layers (BKG L) (Photo by E. Iori/ISMEO)
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Figure 7. Thin-walled high bowls from BKG Kushana phases (average dia. 10 cm) (Drawings by F. Martore/ISMEO)
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diffusion of paddle-and-anvil technique.10
Interestingly, some of these forms (including
pinched/spouted lamps, and the typical thin-wall
high bowls and basins) might be associated partly
with cultic or non-economic/utilitarian activities
(many of the Kharoshthi onomastic [Buddhist]
inscriptions found at Barikot are incised on such
bowls) (Fig. 7). That may imply that if the Kushana
system of power was held responsible for the
generalized “Indianization” of pottery forms, the
evolution of local forms was due to the demand
of the Buddhist market. Also the overwhelming
presence of Buddhism at Barikot and in its ager
was, in the end, another consequence of the same
Kushana system of power and patronage.
With the abandonment of the city, a
phenomenon shared after 3rd century CE with
most of the urban centres in Gandhara and North
India, in the post-urban Barikot we can see how
the new polarity represented by clustered villages
is reflected in the household technology11. A
striking example of such change is the milling
system. The complex rotary querns were replaced
by saddle querns, a traditional single-handedly
operated device, which had disappeared at Barikot
since early Kushan times. In terms of production,
the gritty flour produced by the saddle querns
should have had implications on dietary aspects
and cooking ware. We refer to the simultaneous
reappearance of a long-neglected LPT shape,
the large, parath type plate (a cooking device for
kind of pancakes, which does not require refined

Figure 8. A Late LPT handi-type vessel from BKG
(average diam. 17 cm) (Drawings by F. Martere/ISMEO)

flour). Other changes in the post-urban pottery
tradition reflect the reappearance of other local
shapes, like the carinated pots (handi-type),
which are ethnographically associated to milk
and late sheep-farming (Fig. 8)12. Finally, in posturban Barikot, mangai, a typical portable water
storage pot with an average capacity of 10 litres
is typically associated to a village economy and to
a logistic where water-sources were not directly
available inside the settlement (Fig. 9)13.
These reflections can be summarized as follows:
 - Forms are emulated and/or replicated in
1
later periods as an indicator of social status (e.g.
tulip- bowls and fish-plates in Saka-Parthian
times). On the other hand, luxury forms, which
are no longer recognized as cultural markers,
are dismissed (e.g. crater-like vessels, which
are typical of Indo-Greek and Saka-Parthian
assemblages).
 - Variations of forms imply variation in
2
uses/needs. Larger restricted forms satisfy
basic needs (e.g. large jars and hole-mouthed
jars are typical of water and dry food storage in
urban mansions). Thinner unrestricted forms
answer specific needs (like inscribed bowls,
tulip- bowls and fish-plates).
 - Basic needs actually persist, but…specific
3
needs change, and change forms. For example,
handi, parath, and mangai in post-urban phases
are respectively a response to changes in the
dietary and social/settlement organization that

Figure 9. Water-pot mangai-type from Late LPT BKG
layers (Photo by P. Callieri/ISMEO).
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follows the collapse of the urban system and
related infrastructures.
Chronology-wise, pottery traditions have a great
impact on social life, as attested by the excavation:
 – Barikot pottery forms although locally
1
produced, are generally shared with different
wider cultural horizons (with important sociohistorical implications):
 – Early Historic: (a) for unrestricted forms
2
and tableware, including drinking vessels,
with Iranian and Hellenistic traditions, (b)
with Indic tradition for restricted common
ware, including cooking and storage vessels.
This may have implied a strong division
between the needs of elites and “indigènes”
(e.g. drinking customs [συμπόσιον-like] and
cooking tradition)14.
 – Historic: (a) new LPT shapes for specific
3
unrestricted classes (basins, bowls and lamps),
sometimes associated with the Buddhist monk
community, (b) Indic backgrounds for most
part of the production (both restricted and
unrestricted)15.
 – This feature marks the rise of wealthy
4
Buddhist elites, and implies a general
horizontalization of needs and customs, which

Figure 10. Làsana (Class V 3) BKG 429, Macrophase 3a
(h. c. 25 cm) (Photo by G. Stacul/ISMEO)
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reflects a shared culture amongst the social
strata as result of the Kushana globalization
(aka “Indianization” phase in Olivieri and
Vidale 2006) 16.
 – Late Historic: revival of specific Early
5
Local forms (cooking and storage vessels).
This documents a change in settlement models
(from town to village), social organization
(based on kinship), cooking habits, and dietary
practice.

Addendum: Kitchen props (lásana/
λάσανα)
The analysis of the pottery census at Barikot
allowed to individuate the possible function
of some otherwise unknown special classes of
pottery. One of these is a very interesting type
of bi-conical object, with holes in the wall,
sometimes with vertical lug-handles. Their
frequency is rare but they are present practically
in every excavated settlement site in the north of
the subcontinent. These objects at Barikot, are
distinctive of Saka-Parthian and Early Kushan
phases, but found occasionally in later phases
(Figs. 10, 11) (Olivieri et al. 2014)17. The paste is
medium to coarse, with quartz particles and schist

Figure 11. Làsana (Class V 3) from
BKG 11 – BKG 2288, Macrophase 5 (h. c. 19.4 cm)
(Photo by Aurangzeb Khan/ISMEO)
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flakes as temper. These objects were made with
superimposed coils fashioned on a potter’s wheel;
the color is yellow/red. Generally these objects
are called “rhytons” (Marshall 1951:424; Gosh
1944-45:64, fig. 13.72) “clay rhyta” (Petrie et al.
2008:9-10), “torches” (Dani 1965-1966:187, figs.
17.21-22), or “tuyeres” (Kanungo 2013:34, 435)18.
The association of these strange vessels
with kitchen areas and pottery assemblages in
the residential units at Barikot, pushed us to
investigate their function by exploring possible
comparanda.
The final result of our study confirmed
what was initially supposed by R. Allchin on
ethnographic grounds19. Actually, these objects
are yet pot-stands or props, but of pure Hellenistic
origin, which were introduced in Gandhara in
Parthian times (see below fn. 13). This type of
props is widely used in Greece until Hellenistic

times and known as λάσανα (lásana), kitchen
props, or portable cooking tripods (Morris 1985;
Papadopoulos 1992) (Fig. 12). It is extremely
interesting that, while these objects disappeared
in Greece after 300 BCE (ibid.:403), probably
substituted by metal props, they continued to be
largely used in Mesopotamia and Bactria20, and
then in Gandhara from Parthian to end-Kushan
times (besides Barikot, see examples from Azizdheri and Shaikhan-dheri in Petrie et al. 2008).

Notes
1.

For a focus on the 250-300 CE phase
(Macrophase 6), see Olivieri et al. 2014:171222; with references. For the analysis of the
600-100 BCE phases (Macrophases 2a13a4), see Iori 2018 (with references). For
the study of the BCE 100 – 250 CE phases
(Macrophases 3a3-5b, 6-7/8), see Callieri
and Olivieri, forth. (with references).

Figure 12. Lásana from Athens (after Morris 1985: pl. 105a)
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In the archaeology of the NW of the
subcontinent ceramics found in the
excavation is only but scarcely represented.
This has been due in great part to the role
of pottery in the stratigraphic excavation
by sections as introduced by M. Wheeler.
Documentation by sections leads to the
search for distinctive pottery types, often
denoted by acronyms, that is, pottery types
considered as significant inasmuch as they are
characteristic in the chronological sequence,
which are incorporated in the nomenclature
of the “cultures” as though they were fossils
dating an evolutionary process: PGW, RBW,
SRW, NBPW, etc. (see Dittmann 2018).
More generally, the urban archaeology of
the historic era of the subcontinent (but not
of the mediaeval period, as evidenced in the
excellent work on Vijayanagara-Hampi by
Carla M. Sinopoli (1988) and the preliminary
work at Simraongarh (Lugli 2000), remain a
field of studies in which further work remains
to be done. This is particularly true for the
NW region, where few well-conducted
excavations have been done and only very
few have been published. Even where these
two requirements have been satisfied, pottery
is treated in different ways in the excavation
reports. Pottery was initially restricted to
the presentation of selected data, whether
they referred solely to complete forms, as at
Sirkap (Marshall 1951) or to representative
selections as at Shaikhan-dheri (Dani 196566) and Charsadda (Wheeler 1962). A
remarkable exception is represented by the
work of Javed Husain on the ceramics from
Shaikhan-dheri (Husain 1980, 1992, 1993).
2.

A locus (Lat. locus, pl. loci: place, room) is
a coherent and undisputable topographic
unit within a stratigraphically horizontal
excavation. A locus is generally delimited by
other loci, or clusters of loci: e.g. a room is
delimited by walls, a corridor and a courtyard
are delimited by rooms, a street is delimited
by houses, etc.

3.

The pottery indicator at Barikot has been
very useful to determine the space-time
systematics of several spaces. Although,
space-time systematics has been approached
in modern ethno-archaeological research in
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the subcontinent (in addition to Miller 1985,
see for instance Kramer 1994 and Sinopoli
1988) and elsewhere (e.g. Braun 1983, Wilson
and Rodning 2002, etc.), they are rarely
considered in settlement archaeology in
Gandhara (see above fn. 1).
4.

I have as well discarded all the layers,
which were interpreted as fillings, deposits,
accumulations, etc. These, like the waste
areas, are interesting from a different point
of view, which shows how important was the
role played by pottery in the city’s life, even
when it has completed its utilitarian life’s
cycle. As we will see below, the taphonomic
phase of a vessel’s life is still processual,
being it intentional.

5.

In the Barikot pottery context we have used
the following terminology: genus (Red Ware,
Grey Ware, etc.)  Category (Restricted,
Unrestricted, Varia, Miniature Vessels) 
Classes [and sub-Classes] (Dishes, Bowls
[Standard Bowls, etc.], Basins, Pots, Jars, Jugs)
 Forms (individual vessel types). Forms
are individually numbered and represent the
key datum for the reconstruction of pottery
assemblages as well as for the definition
of pottery sequence. The term “shape”,
sometimes used in this paper, is meant to
indicate - more generally - some coherent
cluster of Forms.

6.

At Barikot: fortified village (1300-700 BCE)
 walled city (BCE 600 – 300 CE)  towerhouses village (c. 400-1000 CE).

7.

This condition can be better appreciated
when dealing with religious buildings and
architecture. In fact, different is yet the
behavior of paved floors and paved surfaces
(see Olivieri 2014:73-75), which are
regularly cleaned and maintained for longer
time as they are (in cultic areas, even for a
century: see ibid.). Here materials associated
in assemblages are found only in “Pompeii
phases” (let us use this definition), i.e. before
a sudden abandonment (see above).

8.

Even when pottery forms reflect non-local
pottery traditions (in the majority of the
cases) these are produced/reproduced locally
at Barikot. It is worth noting that it is easier
and safer to locally produce rather than export
a finished commodity. In the end ceramic is
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the first high-reproducibility feature in the
pre-modern world, where forms, techniques,
decorative patterns travel, and vessel stay (see
various contributions in Haitz and Stapfer
2017). On pottery production see the recent
Meyer et al. 2016.

126.157; Gosh 1948). A single specimen
from a phase chronologically associated with
Barikot (Early Kushan) comes from Udegram
(stratum II). See also the unpublished notes of
Colonel D.H. Gordon quoted in Husain 1980
(p. 146).

Exceptions to this consist of some forms from
both Early and Late Local pottery tradition.

18. The excavation in a multiphase urban site
at Kopia (Uttar Pradesh) has shown these
artefacts were used as props (and not as
tuyeres, I believe) in glass smelting/beadmaking workshops in ‘Śunga-Kushana
phases’ (Kanungo 2013:34, 435).

10. See Olivieri, Vidale et al. 2006:136, table 1.
See also Miller [H.] 2017.
11. See Olivieri 2017b.
12. Carinated vessels (handi-type) may be related
to the necessity to contain overflowing when
boiling fat, rich/starch rich food, like milk and
rice.
13. Mangai-type vessels supersede the partly
interred large jars with a capacity of 200 lt.,
which are typical of the Kushana mansions at
Barikot.
14. Note the evidence from Ai Khanum. There,
residential areas yielded only tableware and
luxury forms (see Lyonnet 2013). The only
restricted forms were those related to luxury/
economic storage vessels, i.e. those for oil
and wine. Evidently, kitchens, storerooms
and related in-charge/attendants were located
elsewhere, outside the secluded and reserved
space of the palaces.
15. Most of the forms that are distinctive only
of Kushana phases at Barikot (e.g. restricted
vessels with triangular, or 2-, 3-, multi-split
vertical rims), belong to a very old and wellestablished tradition of shapes, details and
functions in the cities of the Gangetic plain
(see e.g. Gaur 1983: figs. 95, 96).
16. The residential units of Kushana Barikot are
organized as multitasking self-sufficient units,
which globally include stables (= food/fuel
producing zones), kitchens (= food production
spaces), and common spaces with pit-wells,
residential zones and cultic spaces. The
spaces reflect a horizontal micro-society, and
are a coherent reproduction of the traditional
village spaces.
17. Other examples come from the “Greek”
period at Shaikhan-dheri (Dani 1956-66:
figs. 17.21, 22), and from the “Parthian”
period at Sirkap (Marshall 1951:424, fig.

19. J. Husain examined and rejected the
identification of these artefacts as kitchenprops proposed to him by R. Allchin. Allchin
saw in Bannu these “cylindrical-shaped
objects with broader base, open on either end
and […] provided with a loop-handle near
the rim […] used in a set of three […] as a
portable ‘chula’ (stove)” (Husain 1980:145146).
20. Outside the Mediterranean, other examples,
all from the Parthian period come e.g. from
Begram (Ghirshman 1946) and Seleucia on
the Tigris (Debevoise 1934).
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